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Abstract 

 Wild populations are subject to environments that are changing at unprecedented 

rates. Assessing natural selection and the capacity to adapt in wild populations is crucial 

to planning for and understanding how species will fare under climate change. The goal 

of this research was to empirically examine selection and adaptive capacity in a natural 

population of Chamaecrista fasciculata. In Chapter 1, I present an empirical quantitative 

genetic study of C. fasciculata to predict the rate of change in mean fitness using Fisher’s 

Fundamental Theorem of Natural Selection (FTNS). The additive genetic variance for 

fitness was found to be substantial and statistically significant in both 2013 and 2014. 

Application of FTNS predicts increases in mean fitness of 1.68 (2013) seeds and 8.08 

(2014) seeds in the next generation. These findings demonstrate that this population has 

the genetic capacity to respond to natural selection and is predicted to increase in fitness 

and thus, become better adapted to their environment. The objective of Chapter 2 is to 

compare predicted and observed mean fitness of C. fasciculata in a natural selective 

environment. Observed mean fitness of both second-generation cohorts was, however, 

lower than predicted by the FTNS and lower than their respective first-generation 

cohorts. However, comparison of first and second-generation cohorts growing in the 

same year and, hence, common conditions, demonstrated an increase in mean fitness. 

Thus, environmental differences between years, as well as genotype-by-environment 

interaction, contribute to the deviation of observed from predicted mean fitness. In 

Chapter 3, I performed a quantitative genetic study of phenotypic selection on C. 

fasciculata to examine the effect of selection and environment on the phenology of 
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germination and reproductive initiation. In this population, selection for advancement in 

reproductive stage was detected, as well as a response of 2.2 days earlier flowering in the 

second generation. Overall, findings of these chapters present a population that has 

demonstrated a response to selection in flowering phenology and significant genetic 

variation for evolutionary fitness. This evidence of adaptation and substantial adaptive 

capacity conveys crucial information regarding the likelihood of population persistence, 

information that could be utilized for other species towards conservation goals.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

Estimating Adaptive Rate – An Application of Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem of 

Natural Selection 
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Summary 

 The biotic composition of future ecosystems will be attributable to successful 

adaptation in a rapidly changing environment. This success is dependent on the rate at 

which natural populations adapt. To empirically study and predict this rate of change, a 

quantitative genetic study of Chamaecrista fasciculata was conducted and the results 

interpreted through Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem of Natural Selection (FTNS). A 

pedigreed population of C. fasciculata was planted into a restored prairie in each of two 

years. Over each growing season, components of lifetime fitness were measured on each 

individual and then analyzed with random effects Aster models to estimate mean fitness 

and additive genetic variance for fitness (VAW). FTNS was then applied to obtain 

predictions of the change in mean fitness. VAW was found to be substantial and 

statistically significant in both 2013 and 2014. Application of FTNS predicted increases 

in mean fitness of 1.68 (2013) seeds and 8.08 (2014) seeds in the next generations. These 

findings demonstrate that this population has the genetic capacity to respond to natural 

selection and is predicted to increase in fitness and thus, become better adapted to its 

environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

  Under climate change, most species are predicted to experience environmental 

conditions that differ from those currently prevailing (IPCC, 2014) and under which 

populations have evolved (Parmesan and Yohe, 2002; Walther et al., 2002. These novel 

conditions are expected to reduce fitness, thereby increasing extinction risk (Davis and 

Shaw, 2001). Selection may also be stronger under these new climate conditions 

(Etterson 2004a; Etterson, 2004b). Persistence of populations remaining in place will 

predominantly depend on adaptive evolution (Etterson and Shaw, 2001), but the capacity 

and rate of contemporary adaptation is not known.   

 The Fundamental Theorem of Natural Selection (FTNS) as defined and derived by 

R.A. Fisher, (1930) predicts the increase of mean population fitness (adaptation) due to 

the action of natural selection (Kimura, 1958; Price, 1972; Ewens, 1989; Frank and 

Slatkin, 1992; Edwards, 1994; Lessard, 1997; Frank, 1997). Despite great theoretical 

interest, the Fundamental Theorem has, to my knowledge, yet to be empirically applied. 

This is likely due to several factors including the experimental challenges of measuring 

fitness (Shaw and Shaw, 2014) as well as a common assumption that additive genetic 

variation for fitness would be depleted by continual selection (Charlesworth, 1987). The 

immediate capacity for adaptation is dependent on the presence of heritable genetic 

variation for fitness (VAW); this genetic variation is the portion of phenotypic variation 

that is the basis for the response to natural selection seen in the next generation (Falconer 

and Mackay, 1996). Despite this, there is the expectation that VAW is zero or negligible 

(Shaw and Shaw, 2014). VAW is a particularly appropriate measure of adaptive capacity 
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in sexually reproducing populations as recombination allows for novel combinations of 

alleles that have the potential to increase fitness (Barton and Charlesworth 1998). Ewens' 

interpretation of the FTNS (1989) is generally accepted by authors writing on the FTNS, 

(Bürger, 2000; Shaw and Shaw, 2014): in discrete time, the predicted change in mean 

fitness between generations is estimated as the ratio of VAW to mean fitness (W). 

Through this evolutionary response, genetically based mean fitness of a population in a 

constant environment would theoretically increase over time ΔW > 0)(Fisher, 1930). The 

application of new statistical methods, such as aster modeling, allows the direct 

application of the FTNS to empirically predict the magnitude of change in population 

mean fitness. 

 Assessments of population additive genetic variance are most frequently expressed 

as heritabilities (Mousseau and Roff, 1987; Roff and Mousseau, 1987; Kruuk, 2004). 

Estimates of additive genetic variance for fitness are commonly obtained through 

observational studies (Coltman et al., 2001; Kruuk et al., 2002; McCleery et al., 2004); 

however, three studies report experimentally determined values (Etterson, 2004b; Fowler 

et al., 1997; Winn, 2004). Even when lifetime fitness is measured using experimental 

approaches, analysis methods often violate assumptions of independence and normality 

of residuals (Mitchell-Olds and Shaw; 1987). However, more robust estimations are 

possible through the use of experimental studies and improved statistical methodology. 

There is substantial potential for progress in this area. 

 Annual plant species are ideal for studying the rate at which natural populations are 

likely to adapt; short generation times facilitate the assessment of both lifetime fitness 
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and the response to selection observed in subsequent generations. The rate of adaptive 

evolution is dependent on the response of the population to natural selection, which, in 

turn, depends on additive genetic variation. This study was undertaken to apply the 

fundamental theorem of natural selection (FTNS, Fisher, 1930) to predict the rate of 

adaptation of natural populations.  

 I used Chamaecrista. fasciculata as a model annual species to quantitatively predict 

the adaptive rate of a natural population.  Seeds were sampled from a Minnesota prairie 

and used to generate a pedigreed population. These individuals were then planted into an 

experimental garden within a restored prairie. Fitness measures were taken in this natural 

selective environment. Through the use of Aster's life-history graphical models, the 

typically compound distribution of fitness is modeled directly. For a single pedigreed 

population over two growing seasons, we estimated the mean and additive genetic 

variance for fitness with random effects Aster modeling of (Geyer et al., 2013; Geyer, 

2013). Findings of this study provide a concrete example of the direct application of 

Fisher’s evolutionary theorem and the statistical utility of Aster models. 
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 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 An experimental population of pedigreed individuals was generated using parents 

from a wild population of C. fasciculata from the northern edge of the species 

distribution. The resulting seed was planted into an experimental garden within a restored 

prairie in late fall and early winter of 2012 and 2013. Data on germination and 

subsequent life-history stages were then recorded during the course of the 2013 and 2014 

growing seasons. Complete lifetime fitness was analyzed using random-effects Aster 

models and estimates of fitness mean and additive genetic variance were obtained as the 

basis for applying FTNS. 

Study Species 

 Large perfect flowers and an annual life history make C. fasciculata (Fabaceae) an 

excellent subject for the study of genetic variation in lifetime fitness. Individuals are bee-

pollinated and primarily outcrossing (Kelly, 1992). This native North American species is 

found from the east coast to just west of the Mississippi River and from central 

Minnesota to northern Mexico. Populations may be found in disturbed environments, 

such as regularly burned prairies. Germination in Minnesota populations, on the northern 

range edge, occurs primarily in May and tapers off in June. Flowering begins in the first 

weeks of July and continues into fall until plants are killed by a hard frost. Mature fruits 

dehisce explosively. 

Generating a Pedigreed Population  

2013 Population 

 To produce individuals with known genetic relationships, manual pollinations were 
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conducted in 2012. Initial crossing efforts resulted in low fruit production, and so a two-

phase process was required to generate sufficient numbers of pedigreed seed (Table S1-

1). The first phase, in spring 2012, involved greenhouse-reared individuals, and the 

second was conducted in situ within a sand prairie at Grey Cloud Dunes Scientific and 

Natural Area (GCD, Cottage Grove, Minnesota 44.790274, -92.959046) in summer 2012. 

Pollinations in both greenhouse and field were performed using wooden toothpicks to 

apply pollen from donor individuals (paternal parent) to the stigmas of flowers of the 

designated recipient plants (maternal parents). 

 Parental seeds for the greenhouse crosses were collected in Fall 2011 from Grey 

Cloud Dunes. Four mature fruits were gathered from each of 200 maternal plants 

separated by at least five meters along transects three meters apart. Seeds were scarified 

in January 2012 and placed in water; after several days of imbibition, germinated seeds 

were planted into 6” square pots containing equal parts potting media, perlite, and sand. 

Once plants began to flower, pollinations were performed daily following a reciprocal 

factorial crossing design (Kempthorne and Curnow, 1961). Six individuals were 

randomly assigned to each crossing group with all six serving as pollen donor and pollen 

recipient; selfing crosses were not performed. 

 For the second phase, naturally emerging C. fasciculata seedlings at GCD were 

surveyed in May 2012 as possible parental individuals for crosses. Plants occurring in 

two of the most populous areas were monitored for survival and reproductive stage 

throughout the growing season. Once an adequate number of plants began to flower, 200 

surviving individuals (G0:Y12) were randomly assigned in a paternal half-sibling nested 
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crossing design (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). Each crossing group included four 

randomly selected individuals: one pollen donor and three pollen recipients. Crosses were 

carried out daily until the third week of August. Mature fruits were collected through the 

Fall, with all collections being complete by the end of October.   

2014 Population 

 Of the pedigreed seeds produced for the 2013 population, a subset of 10% of each 

full-sibling family with greater than six seeds was held back from planting used to 

generate the 2014 population (G1:Y14).  These reserved seeds (G0:Y13) were crossed in a 

reciprocal factorial design; six individuals were randomly assigned to each crossing 

group, selfing crosses were not performed. If multiple full-sibling seedlings survived to 

flower, they were assigned to the same factorial-crossing group. Resulting seeds were 

then planted in fall 2013 for germination in spring 2014. For this crossing effort, plants 

were reared in larger pots (6”x6”x12”) and filled with sand to facilitate drainage and 

more closely match the conditions at the GCD sand prairie.   

Experimental Garden 

 An experimental garden was established in December 2012 on three hectares of 

prairie in Shakopee, Minnesota (44.772182, -93.447250), 38.5 kilometers west of the 

source GCD location. This former agricultural field with sandy-loam soil was restored by 

the Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community to native prairie in 2008 and burned in 

November 2012.  Seeds from the crosses were planted into this site in 2012 and 2013.  

Table 1-1 summarizes the genetic structure of pedigreed individuals planted into the 

experimental garden in both years. The number of dams per sire given in this table 
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represents only the dams that produced at least one viable seed. 

 Seeds were planted into seven blocks, with each block consisting of five to ten 

transects eight meters apart. At four meter intervals along each transect a maximum of 

five full-sibling (FS) seeds were individually planted in a radial pattern approximately 20 

cm in diameter. Groups of FS seeds were fully randomized over all planting location 

within each of the seven blocks. Each FS family of the pedigreed population was 

represented in block 1 as a single group of up to five seeds; additional seeds from each 

full-sibling family were then planted in a similar fashion into the remaining six blocks. 

Events of substantial herbivory, primarily removal of large portions of the stem, were 

recorded for each planting location throughout the growing season. 

 In late 2013 FS families that would form the 2014 cohort (G1:Y14) were planted into 

five blocks. Transects were mowed to establish conditions as similar as possible to those 

experienced by the 2013 cohort. Within blocks, seeds were planted at locations every two 

meters. Five seeds from each FS family were planted at one location in block 1; 

remaining families were planted in the same manner into blocks 2 through 5. The eight-

meter distance between 2013 transects allowed for 2014 transects to be laid alternately 

between those of the previous year. 

Measuring Lifetime Fitness  

 Components of complete lifetime fitness were measured throughout the lifespan of 

each plant in the experimental garden. Germination, fruit counts, and seed production 

formed the series of life-history events that link together as the expression of lifetime 

fitness. Data collection in the experimental garden in both 2013 and 2014 began in mid-
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May and continued through October.  

2013 

 Planting locations were searched each week for new germinants. By the 11th week 

(22 July) of data collection, plants had begun to flower and form fruit; survival of each 

individual to this period was recorded. Fruit counts were then recorded biweekly until the 

17th week (8 September). During these censuses, each fruit was sampled at random with 

a 0.5 probability. Mature fruits designated for sampling were collected several times per 

week during September through October until a hard frost killed the plants. Counts of all 

viable seed were obtained for each planting location. Seeds were determined to be viable 

if the seed coat was fully developed and the center was at least as thick as the edges. 

2014 

 Due to the greater number of planting locations, seedling surveys in 2014 were 

completed less frequently. Instead, for each round of checks, transects were visited in a 

random order. The number of developing fruits on each plant was recorded at the start of 

flowering and periodically thereafter.  In early fall, fruits that matured were harvested, 

and seeds were counted.  

Data Analysis 

 Using classical quantitative genetic techniques (Falconer and Mackay, 1996) and 

random effects Aster models (Geyer et al., 2013; Geyer, 2013), I predicted the rate of 

adaptation for the GCD population via Ewens’ (1989) formulation of Fisher's 

Fundamental Theorem of Natural Selection (ΔW = VA(W)/ W). Estimation of mean and 

genetic variance of fitness was conducted using Aster models, with the number of seeds 
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an individual produced as the measure of fitness (Figure 1). Phenotypic variance was 

estimated as the variance of the number of seeds produced. Block and crossing design 

were included as fixed effects and sire and dam as random effects. While data were 

collected on individual plants, units of analysis for the graphical model were the full-

sibling groups (1-5 plants) at each planting location. The graphical model of life-history 

stages consisted of germination, fruiting, and seed production (Figure 1-1). Germination 

was assessed as seedlings observed per seed planted. Fruit data are represented in two 

nodes, first – presence of any fruit, and second - if fruit were observed, the maximum 

number of fruit observed per surviving plant. Seed production was measured as a count 

of viable seeds produced per full-sibling family at each planting location. The current 

implementation of Aster does not accommodate irregular pedigrees. Consequently, full-

sibling sires were treated in the analysis as a single sire, as opposed to an analysis in 

which they would be regarded as distinct individuals. This is a more conservative 

approach because it tends to underestimate the paternal contributions to fitness. 
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 RESULTS 

2013 Fitness 

 Of the 2,383 seeds planted in the experimental garden in December 2012, 707 

germinated in the 2013 growing season (Table 1-2). Eighty-seven percent of germinants 

survived to the week of 21 July 2013 when most of the population had begun to flower. 

Individuals at 77 of the 536 planting locations within the experimental garden underwent 

substantial herbivory; 57% of affected locations produced zero viable seed. These 

observations are consistent with those reported by Sullivan et al. (2016) in which 

herbivory greatly reduced C. fasciculata population growth. Over all individuals, 3,786 

fruits were initiated. From mature sampled fruit, 3,410 seeds were produced.  

In the random-effects Aster model for fitness in 2013, variation among both dam and sire 

groups was highly significant. The highly significant (p-value <0.001) additive genetic 

standard deviation for the sire term of the model (canonical value) indicates substantial 

additive genetic variation (Table 1-3). There was also significant variation in fitness 

among blocks. The estimated distribution of additive genetic effects on fitness resulting 

from this model is right skewed with an extended tail, reflecting rare individuals with 

extremely high breeding values for fitness (Figure 1-2). Each seed planted was estimated 

to produce an average of 2.62 seeds and the estimate of the additive genetic variance for 

fitness was 2.29. Applied to the FTNS, these terms predict a rate of increase in mean 

seed-fitness of 0.82 for a new mean of 3.11 seeds produced per seed planted.  

2014 Fitness 

 In spring 2014, 7% of the more than five thousand seeds planted in late 2013 
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germinated; this was a decrease of 23% from the previous year (Table 1-2). Eighty-four 

percent of these seedlings survived until flowering.  A smaller proportion of these 

survivors went on to initiate fruit and produce seed than their counterparts the year before 

(Table 1-2). Whereas the 2013 cohort yielded more seed than was used to establish it, the 

case for 2014 cohort was reversed; it generated fewer seeds than were used to found it. 

While the mean fitness predicted on block 4 was greater than 1.0, predictions using block 

3 in 2014 and block 2 in 2013 result in mean fitness estimates of less than 1.0 (Table S1-

3). 

 The analysis of fitness data for the 2014 cohort also indicated non-zero and 

statistically significant additive genetic variation for fitness based on the variance among 

paternal sibling groups (Table 1-3). The Block term overall made modest contributions 

(p-value <0.001), one of the five blocks had a significant impact on the response. The 

effect of dams was also significant in this year. While the shape of the distribution of 

additive genetic effects on fitness for 2014 is similar to that for 2013 and 2014 (Figure 1), 

additive genetic variance is greater (8.13) for 2014 (Table 1-3) than in 2013. The mean of 

1.90 seeds produced per seed planted in 2014 is predicted via the FTNS to increase by 

4.30 seeds in the next generation. 
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  DISCUSSION 

 This study presents the first empirical application of Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem 

of Natural Selection, and describes rare examples of additive genetic variance for fitness 

that are significantly greater than zero. The demonstration of this theorem under natural 

selective conditions with a wild species supports the realistic practicability of calculating 

the fundamental theorem. 

 According to FTNS, mean fitness in this experimental population of C. fasciculata 

is expected to increase in subsequent generations subjected to the same environmental 

conditions by 2.62 (2013) and 8.13 (2014) seeds produced per seed planted. These 

findings for increased fitness are consistent with theoretical expectations for rising 

population mean fitness over time, given additive genetic variance for fitness as a 

substrate for natural selection (Fisher, 1930; Li, 1969). The decline in mean fitness 

observed for 2014 as compared to 2013, is attributable to the portion of total fitness 

change not accounted for by the FTNS prediction (cf. Price, 1972). The ‘modern’ 

interpretation of FTNS predicts the genetically based change in mean fitness attributable 

to natural selection ΔWNS, but does not account for the difference in environment 

between years (Okasha, 2008).  Fisher (1930) considered environmental change likely to 

reduce mean fitness below the prediction from FTNS, but changes in mean fitness may 

be either boosted or reduced from those predicted by the FTNS by the impact of changing 

environment.  It is likely that inter-annual environmental differences affect the realized 

changes in mean fitness from those predicted by FTNS. For example, winter temperatures 

at the site in December 2013 through February 2014 were much colder than for the same 
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months in the previous year. An average of the 30-year normal for mean temperatures for 

December through February is -8.04 Celsius; a pattern matched in 2012-2013 but in 

2013-2014, the average temperature dropped to -13.35. (PRISM Climate Group).  

 Additive genetic variance is the basis of a population’s immediate capacity to 

adapt. In his 1958 examination of the FTNS, Kimura acknowledged that VAW is the most 

important term of the theorem. Despite this importance, the practical feasibility of 

estimating ΔWNS has not seriously been entertained in the FTNS literature. This may 

have been due in part to Fisher’s stated expectation that VAW fluctuates around zero. 

However, it is necessary to recall that his expectation is predicated on conditions of 

equilibrium in a constant environment – and not a naturally variable environment 

(Charlesworth, 1987).  

 Heritable variation differed substantially between pedigreed cohorts grown in 2013 

versus 2014. While mean fitness was smaller in 2014, additive genetic variance for 

fitness was three times greater than for the individuals grown in the preceding year. It is 

possible that the especially cold temperatures of the 2013-2014 winter contributed to 

greater variability in the expression of VAW.  Small estimates of sampling variance and 

highly significant p-values for the additive genetic standard deviation (canonical) provide 

strong evidence that this population has substantial additive genetic variation available to 

support ongoing adaptation. 

 Previous work with C. fasciculata from Minnesota, Kansas, and Oklahoma 

populations (Etterson, 2000; Etterson, 2004a; Etterson 2004b; Etterson and Shaw, 2012) 

has been reanalyzed in a random effects Aster model (Geyer et al., 2013). In that study, 
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individuals from Minnesota, Kansas and Oklahoma were grown in three common gardens 

near each source site. From those data, original analysis using restricted maximum 

likelihood (Shaw, 1987) found statistically non-significant VAW for seed-count 

fecundity of 0.005 for the Minnesota population grown near its home site. In the 

reanalysis, life-history stages spanned from seedling through fruit production. Kansas and 

Oklahoma populations at their home sites were found to have significant or near-

significant VAW whereas VAW was not detected for the Minnesota population grown in 

Minnesota.   

 The impact of measuring fitness at multiple stages throughout the lifespan is 

illustrated in the changes in population size between life-history stages. In the present 

study, the experimental population started with an initial reduction of individuals due to a 

low germination rate (7-30%). At the other end of the lifespan, many fruits were initiated 

that did not mature, and of mature fruits, the number of viable seeds per fruit ranged 

widely. In work with C. fasciculata in four Illinois prairie populations, Lee and Bazzaz 

report that 22.8% to 73.2% of initiated seeds matured (1982). These large changes in 

population size between life-history stages illustrate the incompleteness of one-time 

fitness measurements and the utility of assessing lifetime fitness.  

 The only other plant study to my knowledge that has reported genetic variance for 

fitness was for the annual plant Dicerandra linearifolia. Winn (2004) used a single life 

history trait, flower-count, as a proxy for lifetime fitness; reported estimates for VAW and 

CVA (coefficient of additive genetic variation; Houle, 1992), based on linear models, 

were 1.489 and 0.117, respectively  (p-values >0.1).  Estimates of VAW have also been 
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reported for several animal species. A study of red deer (Cervus elaphus) reported CVA 

of 31.5 and additive genetic variance of 0.434 (p-values >0.05) for male total fitness 

measured as offspring produced over the lifetime (Kruuk et al., 2000). McCleery and 

colleagues estimated VA for male great tit (Parus major) lifetime recruitment as 0.031 (p-

value >0.05). However, due to the practical realities of wild vertebrate research, fully 

randomized studies with C. elaphus and P. major were not possible, and so genetic 

variance estimates could not be fully separated from maternal or environmental effects. 

The laboratory tractability of Drosophila melanogaster aided Fowler et al. (1997) in their 

direct estimation of VAW with an estimate of 0.175. A drawback of this species is that 

because environment is a large contributor to the phenotypic expression of genetic 

variation, particularly for fitness, estimates made in a controlled environment may not 

reflect the selective environment of natural populations. It is possible that in the present 

study, locating the experimental garden at Shakopee influenced the expression of VAW. 

However, growing conditions were similar to their home site, and, as suggested by the 

large difference in VAW between 2013 and 2014, variation in the weather may 

considerably contribute to the expression of additive genetic variation for fitness. 

 There is a great deal of scientific and biological promise in the combined 

application of Aster models and Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem of Natural Selection. 

Predicting the rate of adaptation for natural populations has the potential to be a powerful 

decision making tool for species conservation. The findings reported here are notable, not 

only for their refutation of common expectations regarding genetic variability for fitness, 

but because they have shown a range-edge population to have substantial adaptive 
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capacity. While there are considerable challenges to applying this approach to long-lived 

plant species and in animal populations, there remain enormous possibilities to learn 

about additive genetic variance of fitness across species. 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 

 
 

 

 

Table 1-1. Genetic structure of pedigreed individuals populating the experimental garden. GH = 
greenhouse. 

2013 GH-Factorial 2013 Field-Nested 2014 GH-Factorial

Number of Paternal Families 43 34 40

Mean dams per sire 1.88 2.17 3.02

Mean seeds per sire 27.12 84.24 105.18

Table 1-2.  Summary trait values for life history stages 
used in the Aster graphical model. Numbers in 
parentheses are percentages and standard errors. Max 
fruit initiated is the total of the maximum number of 
fruit observed per planting location. 
 

2013 2014

Total seeds planted 2370 5193

Germinated seed 694 (29%) 378 (7%)

Max Fruit Initiated Total 3786 (0.80) 1612(0.21)

Total seeds produced 6820 (est) 4207(0.28)

Seed from sampled fruit 3410 (0.41) ——–

Table 1-3. Mean and variance estimates for 
fitness. SdA the model-associated (canonical) 
estimate of the additive genetic standard deviation 
and standard error; p-values of <0.001 are noted 
by***. Environmental variance is approximate 
(VP-VA). Mean fitness and additive genetic 
variance for fitness is estimated with an aster 
model predicting on an individual in block 4. 
CVA=100√V! / X!  (Houle 1992). 
 

G1Y13 G1Y14

SdA 0.112(0.026)⋆⋆⋆ 0.027(0.005)⋆⋆⋆

W̄ 2.29 1.90

VA(W) 1.88 8.13

Pred. ΔW̄ 0.824 4.30

VP 594.58 341.18

VE 592.70 333.05

CVA Sire 60.03 150.88
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Figure 1-1. A graphical model of individual fitness. Arrows between life history nodes are 
the conditional distributions governing the transition between nodes (Ber, Bernoulli; 0-Poi, 
zero-truncated Poisson; Poi, Poisson). The initial node is the number of full-sibling seed at 
each transect location along transects in each block. Life-history nodes of the graphical 
model were germination, fruit production (yes/no), fruit count, and seed count. 

Initial
Ber��! Germ

Ber��! Fruit
0�Poi����! NumFruit

Poi��! NumSeed
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Figure 1-2. Density plots of the distributions of additive genetic effects for fitness in 2013 and 2014. 
The solid horizontal lines are one genetic standard deviation above the mean (black squares). Grey 
triangles are the means predicted by the FTNS. 
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Supplementary Table 1-1. Pedigreed population methods, dates, and locations.  

Pedigreed Population Crossing Design Crossing Year Crossing Location

2013 Reciprocal Factorial 2012 Greenhouse

Paternal Nested 2012 Field

2014 Reciprocal Factorial 2013 Greenhouse

Supplementary Table 1-2. Random-effects 
mean and variance estimates for fitness as 
predicted by the first individual in blocks one 
through six of 2013 data. The seventh block was 
not included because it was dropped from the 
model. CVA values are from Houle (1992) 
 

2013 W̄ VAW Pred. ΔW̄ CVA

Block 1 4.41 7.40 1.68 61.63

Block 2 0.44 0.06 0.27 53.83

Block 3 2.83 2.95 0.91 56.73

Block 4 2.29 1.88 0.82 60.03

Block 5 12.96 86.31 6.66 71.69

Block 6 26.86 365.93 13.63 71.23

Supplementary Table 1-3. Mean and variance 
estimates for fitness as predicted by the first 
individual in blocks one through six of 
20133data. The seventh block was not included 
because it was dropped from the model. CVA 
values are from Houle (1992) 

2014 W̄ VAW Pred. ΔW̄ CVA

Block 1 3.21 25.93 8.08 158.59

Block 2 1.97 8.96 4.36 151.55

Block 3 0.38 0.23 4.56 125.80

Block 4 1.90 8.13 4.30 150.88
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Supplementary Table 1-4. Climatic variables for 2013-2015 
with 30-year normal values. Temperatures are in degress 
Celsius and Vapor Pressure Deficit (VPD) is in hectopascals. 

Precip Mean Temp Max VPD

2013

May 14.0 12.9◦ 12.2
June 14.5 19.1◦ 14.5
July 15.6 21.9◦ 19.9
Aug 3.4 21.1◦ 18.5

2014

May 7.9 13.5◦ 13.4
June 30.1 19.9◦ 15.8
July 7.9 20.6◦ 17.7
Aug 7.3 21.6◦ 17.2

2015

May 10.2 14.0◦ 12.5
June 11.4 19.6◦ 16.7
July 14.1 21.3◦ 15.8
Aug 8.3 19.8◦ 14.5

30-Yr Avg

May 8.3 14.7◦ 14.8
June 9.8 19.9◦ 18.2
July 8.9 22.4◦ 18.8
Aug 10.7 21.2◦ 16.5
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CHAPTER 2 

 

Predicted and Observed Mean Fitness with Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem 
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Summary 

  Natural climatic variability combined with the effects of climate change contribute 

to volatility in the selective environment. Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem of Natural 

Selection (FTNS) can be applied to predict changes in mean fitness attributable to the 

evolutionary response to natural selection. Predictions of mean fitness for subsequent 

generations are made under contemporary environmental conditions, but the accuracy of 

these predictions depends on the future environment. Differences in the growing 

environments between generations may obscure some degree of the response to selection. 

The objective of this paper is to compare predicted and observed mean fitness of a native 

annual legume in a natural selective environment. Two pairs of pedigreed sets of 

Chamaecrista fasciculata parents and their progeny were grown in a restored prairie 

experimental garden over a three-year period. Substantial additive genetic variance for 

fitness was found, and this indicates the capacity for ongoing adaptation. Observed mean 

fitness of both second-generation cohorts was, however, lower than predicted by the 

FTNS and lower than their respective first-generation cohorts. Environmental differences 

between years, as well as genotype-by-environment interaction, contribute to this 

deviation of observed from predicted mean fitness. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Between 2016 and 2035, mean summer temperatures in central North America are 

expected to increase by 1.0 to 1.5 degrees Celsius relative to 1986- 2005 temperatures; 

this is in addition to the increase of 0.85 degrees C already observed between 1880 and 

2012 (IPCC, 2013). Changes in precipitation regimes (IPCC, 2013) as well as increased 

temperatures, may impact plant population fitness through both the direct effect of 

changed environment on fitness and the change in fitness due to evolutionary response to 

selection under a changed environment. This is particularly so for regions that are 

projected to experience rises in drought frequency and intensity (Anderson, 2015). 

Alterations in the selective regime projected to occur with climate change will have a 

large impact on the distributions of species and the compositions of wild biotic 

communities (Rehfeldt, et al., 2006). 

  Environmental variation is the largest contributor to phenotypic variation in natural 

populations (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). Change in environment, therefore, is expected 

to alter phenotypes by directly affecting the phenotypic expression of genotypes; it may 

also change selection and thereby change the genetic composition in subsequent 

generations. These two ways that environment affects phenotypic distributions can be 

distinguished using time-shift experiments. Through these kinds of experiments, the role 

of the environment in phenotypic variation and natural selection can be studied and 

compared at different time points. Blanquart and Gandon (2012) applied this approach to 

study a virus and its immune system environment, finding that viral genotypes from 

earlier time periods were less well adapted to later immune system environments. This 
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demonstrates the impact of environmental change on fitness if the organism does not 

continue to adapt to it. 

  A genetically variable population inhabiting a static environment would be 

expected to increase in mean fitness over generations, becoming better adapted to that 

environment. In reality, the environment of a population in a natural landscape is not 

constant. Changes in environment will tend to reduce fitness from what it would be under 

a constant environment (Van Valen, 1973). Therefore, fitness will be maintained or 

increase only if the response to selection overcomes the effect of the change in 

environment (Fisher, 1930). As a result, the full response to selection on a parental 

generation may not be apparent in observed mean fitness of progeny phenotypes. 

  The direct effect of environment on phenotype is elucidated when organisms are 

grown in two or more environments over space or time. Genetic variation for this effect is 

evident in the phenotypes of different genotypes in each environment. While this 

phenotypic effect may confer short-term within-generation advantages, it is not 

necessarily adaptive; a recent study of tree species found that phenotypic plasticity 

negatively impacted fitness (Duputie et al., 2015).  

 Fitness data of pedigreed individuals can be used to predict a population’s rate of 

adaptation using Ewens’ (1989) formulation of Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem of Natural 

Selection (FTNS) for (ΔW = VA(W)/W) (Fisher, 1930). The combined influence of 

environment and selection on fitness can be ascertained with comparisons of parent and 

progeny cohorts in sequential year-environments. Deviation of observed progeny mean 

fitness from predicted fitness is due in large part to effect of the environment, 
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specifically, the dissimilarity of the selective environments experienced by parental and 

progeny generations. This is consistent with the FTNS predicting only the change in 

fitness attributable to the action of natural selection (Price, 1972; Okasha, 2008). 

  The objective of this study is to address two questions regarding the application of 

Fisher’s FTNS: 1) how closely does the observed change in mean fitness correspond to 

the change in mean fitness predicted from the FTNS and 2) how does year-to-year 

difference in environment interact with the expression of overall and individual family 

mean fitness? Two pairs of generations of parents and progeny of annual native legume 

Chamaecrista fasciculata were grown in a restored prairie experimental garden over a 

period of three years in order to examine the process of ongoing adaptation in a natural 

population. By addressing the first question, FTNS provides a method to examine natural 

evolutionary processes in relatively stable, but non-constant environments of consecutive 

growing years. From the second question, the performance of a pedigreed plant 

population grown at different points in time serves as a measure of the effects of the 

environment. Together, the findings of this study provide insight into how environmental 

variation and heritable genetic variation affect the process of ongoing adaptation 

occurring in wild populations. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

  C. fasciculata (Fabaceae) is a native North American plant with 2-3 cm perfect 

(hermaphroditic) flowers. An annual life history makes it an excellent subject for the 

study of genetic variation in lifetime fitness. Individuals are primarily outcrossing and 

bee-pollinated (Kelly, 1992). This legume is found from the east coast to just west of the 

Mississippi River and from central Minnesota to northern Mexico in environments where 

disturbance opens the canopy and leaves bare soils. Germination in Minnesota 

populations begins in May, tapering off through June. Flowering starts in mid-July and 

continues until plants are killed by frost. Mature fruits dehisce explosively.  

  For this study, a population of pedigreed C. fasciculata was generated using 

randomized controlled crosses with methods described in Chapter 1. The source 

population for experimental individuals was at Grey Cloud Dunes (GCD) Scientific and 

Natural Area in Cottage Grove, Minnesota (44°47'26.6"N 92°57'30.2"W). The sand-

gravel prairie on the bluffs of the Mississippi River is home to dry adapted species native 

to Minnesota.   

Experimental Garden 

 An experimental garden was established in December 2012 on three hectares of 

prairie in Shakopee, Minnesota (44.772182, -93.447250), 38.5 kilometers west of the 

GCD C. fasciculata source location. This former agricultural field, with sandy-loam soil, 

was restored to native prairie by the Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community in 2008 

and the first prescribed burned occurred in November 2012. 

  To account for the effect of environmental differences between years, first-
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generation cohorts were grown in the experimental garden in 2013 (G1Y13) and 2014 

(G1Y13) (Table 2-1). For the G1Y13 cohort, groups of full-sibling (FS) seeds were fully 

randomized over all planting locations within each of the seven blocks. Each block 

consisted of five to ten transects eight meters apart. This distance allowed for transects of 

the second, G1 cohort G1Y14 to be placed alternately with G1Y13, such that all transects 

were four meters apart. At four-meter intervals along each transect a maximum of five FS 

seeds were individually planted in a radial pattern approximately 20 cm in diameter. With 

this design, all planting locations were separated by at least four meters (Figure 2-2). FS 

families of this cohort were represented in block 1 as a single group of up to five seeds; 

additional seeds from each full-sibling family were then planted in a similar fashion into 

the remaining six blocks.  

  The eight-meter distance between G1Y13 transects allowed for G1Y14 transects to be 

laid alternately between them. Groups of G1Y14 FS seeds were fully randomized over all 

planting locations within each of the five blocks. Within G1Y14 transects, five seeds from 

each FS family were planted at locations two meters apart, starting with one location in 

block 1; families from the remaining seed were planted in the same manner in blocks 2 

through 5.  

Measuring Lifetime Fitness  

G1Y13 

 Life-history components of fitness were measured for each individual in the 

experimental garden throughout the growing season. These components were: 

germination (yes/no), fruiting, and the number of seeds produced. Data collection began 
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in mid-May with germination and ended in mid-October with seed collection. 

Germination was recorded as the total number of seedlings that appeared of the five 

planted per group. Fruit data are represented in two nodes: the presence of any fruit and 

the maximum number of fruit observed per surviving plant. During 2013 censuses of 

fruiting, each initiated fruit was sampled at random with a 0.5 probability; the total seed 

production of each FS family at each planting location was estimated as double the 

number of viable seed collected. Viable seed was identified as seed with fully developed 

seed coats and seed thickness that was at least as deep at center as at the margin. 

  Sampled seeds, produced by G1Y13 parents were planted in the experimental garden 

at plastic toothpicks in 3-5 cm grids directly adjacent and west of their maternal parents. 

The maternal identity of naturally dispersed (not-sampled) individuals was reasonably 

certain because dispersal distances have been estimated to be less than the two meter 

diameter distance separating planting locations (Stanton-Geddes, 2011). The sampled and 

the naturally dispersed seed produced by G1Y13 formed the second-generation G2Y14 

cohort.  

G1Y14 and G2Y14  

  The cohorts from the 2014 growing season were visited less frequently because this 

cohort was made up of more than twice the number of pedigreed individuals than the 

G1Y13 cohort; both G1Y14 and G2Y14 surveys were completed in random order by 

transect. Data collection throughout the growing season for these two cohorts recorded 

the same attributes as the G1Y13 cohort up until fruit collection. In both cohorts, all 

observed fruit were counted and collected when mature, and all viable seed was counted. 
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For G1Y14, seed from these fruits were randomly sampled with a 0.5 probability and 

counted before being planted adjacent to their maternal parent to form the G2Y15 cohort 

in the next year. G2Y14 data from sampled individuals and naturally dispersing fruit of 

were collected separately and then combined for analysis. 

G2Y15 

  The 2015 (G2Y15) data were collected from June through mid-October. The G2Y15 

cohort was surveyed once each for the germination, flowering, and fruiting life history 

stages. Like the surveys for the 2014 cohorts, the dates of surveys were based on previous 

years’ observations. Unfortunately, fruiting in the G2Y15 cohort was less advanced than 

anticipated; very few individuals had begun to develop fruit at the time of the survey to 

assess fruiting. Instead, fruit number was evaluated as the count of all fruits collected per 

planting location by the close of the field season in mid-October.  

Data Analysis 

  Aster graphical models of the life-history stages of fitness were identical for cohorts 

G1Y13, G2Y14, and G1Y14 (Figure 2-1A). Fewer site visits in 2015 required an alternate 

graphical model for G2Y15 (Figure 2-1B). The “fruit” node of the G2Y15 graphical model 

was instead populated by a count of all fruits collected per planting location by the close 

of the field season in mid-October. The rate of adaptation for G1Y13 and G1Y14 cohorts 

(see Chapter 1 for details) was predicted via Ewens’ (1989) formulation of Fisher's 

FTNS: the predicted change in mean fitness for the next generation equals the additive 

genetic variance for fitness divided by mean fitness (ΔW = VA(W)/W). This analysis was 

completed using classical quantitative genetic techniques (Falconer and Mackay, 1996) 
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and random effects Aster models (Geyer et al., 2013; Geyer, 2013). FTNS terms were 

estimated from the G1Y13 and G1Y14 random effects canonical parameters by predicting 

off of the first individual in block 4 in each cohort. This block was chosen as reference 

because it is located at or near the geographic center of the experimental garden, a 

convention used in studies of Echinacea angustifolia (Shaw et al., 2008). Environmental 

variance for fitness was roughly estimated for both G1Y13 and G1Y14 as the difference 

between total phenotypic variance for fitness minus additive genetic variance for fitness. 

  Random effects Aster models currently lack a function to estimate the sampling 

variance in the mean value parameters; as a comparison across cohorts, fixed effects 

Aster models (Geyer et al., 2007; Shaw et al., 2008) were used to estimate mean fitness 

with 95% confidence intervals for all four cohorts. Models included Block (G1Y14, G2Y14 

and G2Y15) and crossing set  (G1Y13) as fixed effects and sire and dam as random effects. 

All sires in the G1Y13 cohort were unrelated; however, some G1Y14 sires were full 

siblings (FS). These FS sires were treated in the analysis as single sires because the 

current implementation of Aster does not accommodate irregular pedigrees. This is a 

more conservative approach because it tends to underestimate the paternal contribution to 

fitness. 
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  RESULTS 

  The probability of germination differed four-fold between G1Y13 (0.29) and G1Y14 

(0.07); the progeny of each of these cohorts (G2Y14 and G2Y15) had similar germination 

proportions (~0.13, Table 2-2). The maximum observed number of fruits was greatest for 

G1Y13. Seed production was notably lower in the second parent: progeny pair (G1Y14: 

G2Y15).   

  Additive genetic variance for fitness was statistically significant (p < 0.001) in both 

G1Y13 and G1Y14.  The distribution of the additive genetic effects shows the 2014 G1 

cohort with its peak in density below that of its Y13 counterpart. Both first generation 

cohorts have similarly shaped distributions that are right-skewed with extended tails 

(Figure 2-3). Environmental variance fell from the 2013 G1 to the 2014 G1 (Table 2-3). 

  The observed G2Y14 mean fitness fell by 0.51 seeds from the mean of its parental 

generation. G1Y14 progeny were predicted to increase mean fitness to 6.20 but were 

observed to fall to less than 1.0. Based on G1Y13, mean fitness was predicted to increase 

in the next generation by about one seed per seed planted. Predicted mean fitness for 

G2Y14 was greater than observed mean fitness by 1.33 seeds. The seed difference 

between predicted and observed mean fitness for G1Y14: G2Y15 was much larger at 5.5 

seeds.  

Direct Effect of the Year-Environment on Expression of Mean Fitness 

  A model comparison of G1 cohorts supports a significant difference in fitness 

depending on the year they were grown in (p < 0.001). There was also a significant sire-

by-year interaction (p < 0.001). Individual paternal families (G1Y13 and G1Y14) did not 
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show a consistent ranking of breeding values between years (Figure 2-4). Of the two 

families with the greatest mean fitness in 2013, only one retains a relatively elevated 

position in 2014. The other high-fitness family had a 2014 mean of less than a quarter of 

its 2013 mean. Overall, the range of 2013 breeding values was much wider than in 2014.  

Comparison of Mean Fitness Between Generations  

  The similarities between parent-progeny cohorts growing in different years can be 

seen in the mean fitness and size of 95% confidence intervals of both G1Y13: G2Y14 and 

G1Y14: G2Y15 pairs (Figure 2-5). When both G1: G2 pairs are analyzed together, 

generation has a significant influence on mean fitness (p = 0.03). The effect of 

environment on mean fitness between generations can be partially accounted for when 

comparing multiple generations grown in the same year. When fixed-effects estimates of 

G1Y14 and G2Y14 are grown in the same year, first-generation mean fitness is lower 

(0.76, Supplemental Table 2-2) than the second-generation mean fitness (1.78, Table 2-

3); these have non-overlapping 95% confidence intervals, but means are not significantly 

different (p > 0.05). 
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DISCUSSION 

  This study examines two focal questions: what are the direct effects of environment 

on fitness, and how does mean fitness change due to the response to selection under a 

changed environment? To address these questions, Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem of 

Natural Selection was used to perform two, between-generation comparisons (G1Y13: 

G2Y14 and G1Y14: G2Y15) of the change in mean fitness due to selection and to compare 

fitness of first and second-generations grown in both common and different 

environments. Both observed values of G2 fitness were smaller than the mean fitness 

predicted by the FTNS; however when G1 and G2 were grown in the same year, G2 had 

greater fitness and thus, was better adapted than its G1 contemporary. When all four 

cohorts are analyzed together, there are significant effects of generation and growing year 

on mean fitness. 

Predicted and Observed Mean Fitness 

  Observed second-generation fitness was smaller than predicted by the FTNS 

(Figure 2-3), this difference was more pronounced in the G2Y15 cohort than the G2Y14. 

This failure to observe increased fitness does not convey a lack of adaptation. Instead, the 

remaining contributors to fitness variation, such as biotic and abiotic effects of the 

environment have masked fitness improvement resulting from selection in the previous 

generation. This is not a discrepancy; it is one potential outcome resulting from Fisher’s 

condition of a constant environment. If the change in environment between generations 

directly causes a decline in mean fitness, the effect of selection enhancing fitness must 

exceed the effect of the environment reducing it for an increase in population mean 
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fitness to be observed (Fisher, 1930). This point is made in the initial publication of the 

theorem and revisited by Price (1972) and later by Okasha (2008); the change in mean 

fitness predicted by the FTNS applies only to change attributable to natural selection and 

not to environmentally induced change. 

Comparison of Mean Fitness Between Generations 

 An assessment of fitness change between generations grown in different years 

would be confounded by the environmental differences between years. By growing first 

and second generations concurrently in a single year, it was possible to distinguish the 

response to selection from the effect of the environment. This comparison revealed 

greater fitness, and thus adaptation in the progeny generation (G2Y14), despite the direct 

effect of the 2014 environment reducing mean fitness of the first generation cohort 

(G1Y14) from its 2013 (G1Y13) value (Figure 2-3).  

Genotype by Environment 

  Individual family measurements of heritable variation for increased fitness 

(breeding value for fitness) varied widely between years. Family breeding values for 

fitness showed no consistent ranking between G1Y13 and G1Y14. Relative contributions 

of individual families to cohort fitness are not independent of the growth year (Hunt et 

al., 2004). Looking at the environment, variation in performances of G1 families in 2013 

and 2014 is a measure of environmental change between years (Thompson, 1991). This 

demonstrated that genotype by environment interaction within this population at least 

partially accounts for the contrast between predicted and observed mean fitness of both 

parent-progeny pairs (G1Y13: G2Y14 and G1Y14: G2Y15). Selection experienced by G1 
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individuals and the environment that their offspring should have been better adapted to, 

was not the same environment experienced by G2 individuals. 

Broad Environmental Factors 

  Climate change is responsible for alterations in the environment outside of natural 

fluctuations (IPCC, 2013; Prior et al., 2014). Not only has mean global temperature 

already increased 0.85 degrees Celsius (IPCC, 2013), but 2015 had the highest annually-

averaged temperature on record (NOAA, 2015). Variability in global and regional 

precipitation patterns has increased and extreme precipitation events are increasingly 

common (IPCC, 2013; NOAA, 2015). Evolutionary response to selection likely occurs 

even when fluctuations in the selective environment such as the El Niño-Southern 

Oscillation Cycle and the Polar Vortex of 2014, completely mask the phenotypic 

manifestation of selective response. Specifically, fluctuations in winter temperatures at 

the study site, including extreme cold in the 2013-2014 winter (Supplemental Table 3-1), 

likely reduced germination and in turn, reduced fitness, not only of the cohorts growing 

the following summer, but also of the progeny cohort (G2Y15) growing in the next year. 

Conclusions 

 Presented here are quantitative findings on predicted and observed between-

generation change in mean fitness. The effect of the environment was demonstrated by 

the marked difference in mean fitness of first generations grown in two consecutive 

years.  An evolutionary response to selection was then made apparent by concurrently 

growing first and second generations; when evaluated in the same environmental 

conditions, the second generation had greater mean fitness. Second-generation mean 
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fitness predicted by FTNS only pertains to changes in mean fitness resulting from the 

change in genetic composition due to natural selection. Contributions of environment to 

change in fitness are not included in the FTNS prediction. Despite small decreases in 

both second-generation cohorts from their respective first generations, it is clear that 

there was a response to selection, which was masked by environmental change between 

years. Even though measures of single-generation population growth rate imply that this 

experimental population is in decline, there is a clear signal of additive genetic variation 

for fitness and genetic variation in plasticity for fitness. Together, these measures of 

population genetic diversity suggest a more optimistic future than would be indicated by 

population growth rate measures alone. 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 

 

 

 

 

Table 2-1. Pedigreed genetic structure of the experimental population. 
† G2Y15 planted seeds are approximately one-half of the seeds produced 
by parental generation G1Y14; parental seeds were sampled at 50% 
before being planted as the G2Y15. 

G1Y13 G2Y14 G1Y14 G2Y15

Number of Paternal Families 79 — 40 —

Number of Maternal Families 112 63 121 56

Mean Dams Per Sire 1.46 — 3.02 —

Mean Seeds Planted Per Dam 20.72 37.21 42.92 35.48

Mean Seeds Planted Per Sire 85.79 — 105.18 —

Seed Planted Total 2370 6842 5193 2016†

Table 2-2.  Fitness components for all cohorts. Fruit total is as described in the 
methods. The ‡Indicates an estimate of the total seeds produced by G1Y13. 

G1Y13 G2Y14 G1Y14 G2Y15

Germinated seed 707 (29.8%) 950 (13.6%) 378 (7.3%) 261 (12.9%)

Fruit total 3960 2098 1612 375

Seeds produced 6820‡ 6352 4207 1714

Table 2-3. Fitness and variance terms for both years and both generations. Mean 
fitness of G1 cohorts are estimated using random effects models and G2 cohorts are 
estimated with fixed effects models. 

G1Y13 G2Y14 G1Y14 G2Y15

SdA 0.112(0.026)⋆⋆⋆ — 0.027(0.005)⋆⋆⋆ —

W̄ 2.29 1.78 (0.291) 1.90 0.722 (0.163)

VA(W) 1.90 — 8.13 —

Pred. ΔW̄ 0.824 — 4.30 —

VP 594.58 24,718 341.18 1663

VE 592.70 — 333.05 —

CVA Sire 60.03 — 150.88 —
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Figure 2-1. Graphical models for G1Y13, G2Y14, and G1Y14. A. The number 
of full-sibling seeds planted at each location determines the value of the 
Initial node. Germination (Germ) was 0 up to the number of seeds planted, the 
transition from initial to germination has a Bernoulli (Ber) distribution. 
Fruiting  status (Fruit) was recorded as a 0 if plants were dead or had no 
fruit and 1 for the presence of any fruit; the transition to this node also has a 
Bernoulli distribution. The maximum number of fruit (NumFruit) was 
recorded for each planting location (integer), the transition to this node has a 
zero-truncated Poisson distribution. The number of viable seeds (NumSeed) 
produced at each planting location (integer) has a Poisson distribution. B. 
Graphical model for G2Y15. This cohort did not have a Fruit node; the 
transition from Germ to NumSeed has a Poisson distribution. 

A. Initial
Ber−−→ Germ

Ber−−→ Fruit
0−Poi−−−→ NumFruit

Poi−−→ NumSeed

B. Initial
Ber−−→ Germ

Ber−−→ NumFruit
Poi−−→ NumSeed

Figure 2-2. Transect orientation and planting 
locations within the experimental garden for first 
generations growing in 2013 and 2014. The 
points within the circles are the planting locations 
for full-sibling seeds. The two-meter dispersal 
distance (Stanton-Geddes et al., 2012) 
represented by the solid rings maintains 
separation of genotypes. This separation is twice 
as large for 2013 because a portion of seeds were 
allowed to disperse naturally.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Lifetime Fitness, Selection, and Life History Phenology in an Annual Prairie 

Legume 1

                                                
1 Co-authored with Thomas J. Y. Kono 
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Summary 

 As the environment changes, so too must plant communities and populations if they 

are to persist. Life-history transitions and their timing are often the traits that are most 

responsive to changing environmental conditions. To clarify the effect of selection and 

environment on the phenology of germination and reproductive commencement, we 

performed a quantitative genetic study of phenotypic selection on Chamaecrista 

fasciculata (Fabaceae). A population of pedigreed individuals was planted into a restored 

prairie experimental garden in each of two years. Over two parental generations and one 

progeny generation, the earliest dates of germination and flowering were tracked for 

paternal families. In this population, selection for advancement in reproductive stage was 

detected, as well as a response of 2.2 days earlier flowering in the second generation.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 Recent climate change in the northern hemisphere has resulted in a northward shift 

in environmental conditions (Davis and Shaw, 2001; Parmesan and Yohe, 2003; Shaw 

and Etterson, 2012). Optimal environments for a given population may now be at higher 

latitudes than in the recent past (Bennington, 2012). Future climate change is projected to 

occur more rapidly than past climate change; the 2013 Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change (IPCC) report projects an increase in central North American 

temperatures of 1-1.5 degrees Celsius (Annex 1), and a decrease in moisture availability 

of 1-2% (Chapter 11) from 2016 to 2035 (IPCC 2013). Projected climate change may 

threaten the persistence of plant populations, as they are sessile and generally well 

adapted to their historic ranges (Turesson, 1922).  

 One mechanism for response to climate change is shifts in the distribution of 

species ranges. The fossil records show range shifts of tree species in response to ancient 

climate changes (Davis and Shaw, 2001). For example, the Picea spp. fossil record in 

North America from 18,000 to 9,000 years ago reflects a northward range shift from a 

latitudinal distribution east of the Mississippi Valley to a southern boundary in the Great 

Lakes region following glacial retreat (Jackson et al., 1997). More recently, in a 30-year 

series of Southern California alpine plant surveys, the mean elevation of the most 

common species was found to increase by 65 meters (Kelly and Goulden, 2008). Shifting 

ranges for plant species rely upon their capacity to disperse to new geographic locations, 

which in turn is complicated by genetic and environmental factors (Etterson and Shaw, 

2001; Moeller et al., 2011; Stanton-Geddes et al., 2012). Studying the genetic and 
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environmental factors that affect adaptation in populations near the range edge provides 

information on the species’ capacity to respond to changes in climate. 

 The most immediate and visible responses to climate change are shifts in phenology 

(Parmesan and Yohe, 2003). In a 30-year study of more than 500 European plant species 

from 21 countries, leaf-out and reproductive phenology have advanced significantly in 

30% of records (Menzel et al., 2006). A Mediterranean study during approximately the 

same period found evidence for advancing phenology in both plant and animal species, 

with insects advancing faster than plants (Gordo and Sanz, 2005). Reproductive 

phenology in vertebrate populations has also shifted. Historical records covering 10 to 69 

years show that for every day ice-out occurred earlier, walleye (Sander vitereus) 

spawning has advanced 0.5-1.0 days in Minnesota (Schneider et al., 2011). These 

phenological shifts often represent the initial response to climate change, and 

observational studies can give qualitative predictions of how species will respond to 

future change. Experiments are required to disentangle plasticity from genetic response. 

Artificial selection experiments with Campanulastrum americanum have demonstrated 

genetically based responses to selection on flowering time (Burgess et al., 2007; 

Galloway and Burgess, 2012). However, direct comparison of ancestral and descendant 

generations can distinguish a genetically based response to selection from phenotypic 

plasticity (Franks and Weis, 2008). 

 Heritabilities and genetic correlations among selected traits serve as a basis for 

studying adaptation (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). The response to selection depends on 

the heritabilities of individual traits under selection; genetic correlations between traits 
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may either enhance or constrain the response (Kelly, 1993; Etterson and Shaw, 2001; 

Réale et al., 2003). A study on North American red squirrels describing genetic 

relatedness among wild-caught individuals found heritable variation for reproductive 

phenology but no genetic correlations among other reproductive traits (Réale et al., 

2003). Kelly (1993) detected significant heritability in the phenology of life history traits, 

as evidenced by variation among maternal and paternal groups of the annual legume 

Chamaecrista fasciculata. In another study with C. fasciculata, genetic correlations 

between traits were expected to impede response to selection (Etterson and Shaw, 2001). 

By studying a population with a known pedigree, these experiments provided information 

on the genetic variation of traits under selection.  

 Spatial arrangement of populations plays an important role in understanding 

adaptation to climate change. Populations at the edge of a species’ geographic 

distribution may differ in evolutionary dynamics from populations near the center. First, 

edge populations experience pronounced selective conditions (Sheth and Angert, 2016). 

Second, edge populations are likely to differ genetically from central populations (Blows 

and Hoffman, 1993). For instance, newly founded edge populations, or edge populations 

that have undergone bottlenecks are expected to have reduced genetic variability 

compared to central populations (Antonovics, 1976; Moeller et al., 2011). Edge 

populations with reduced genetic variability are therefore expected to have a lower 

capacity to respond to selection (Moeller et al., 2011). For these reasons, genetic studies 

of edge populations can yield insight into the evolution of a species range in the face of 

climate change. 
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 The relationships between trait values and Darwinian fitness reflect the nature of 

selection, including its form, as defined by whether the greatest fitness values are 

observed for individuals having traits of intermediate, extreme, or higher or lower values 

[respectively, stabilizing, disruptive, or directional selection, (Endler, 1986)]. Explicit 

study of how fitness covaries with traits can reveal trait values that are associated with 

the highest fitness in a population (cf. Schwaegerle and Levin, 1991; Walsh and Blows, 

2009). When these relationships are evaluated in natural selective environments 

approximating a chronosequence, it allows predictions for populations under projected 

climate change. A chronosequence uses spatial variation in climate as an approximation 

for anticipated future climatic conditions (Shaw and Etterson, 2012). Research using C. 

fasciculata as a model species has found evidence that the rate of climate change may 

outpace the adaptive rate of natural populations (Etterson and Shaw, 2001).  

 For this study, C. fasciculata seeds were sampled from a Minnesota prairie on the 

bluffs of the Mississippi River and used to generate a pedigreed population. Crosses were 

performed both in the field and with individuals reared in a greenhouse. Individuals with 

known pedigree were then planted into a restored prairie experimental garden (Chapter 

1). From these individuals growing in this natural selective environment, phenology and 

fitness were assessed for three cohorts: two first-generations (grown in 2013 and 2014) 

plus one offspring cohort (2014). We seek to address three central questions in this study. 

First, how does life history phenology change due to environmental differences between 

years? Second, how does life history phenology change in response to selection? Last, 

what are the relationships between the phenology of individual life history traits and 
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fitness? To address these questions, we used Aster models (Geyer et al., 2007) to 

examine selection and the phenological response to selection of germination date and 

flowering date. Aster models are well suited to these analyses because they address the 

complex statistical nature of fitness’ compound distribution. Specifically, these models 

account for the contributions of individual life-history stages to lifetime fitness.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Study Species 

 C. fasciculata is an annual legume that occurs in disturbed sites such as roadsides 

and regularly burned prairies. Its native range is in North America from the East Coast to 

just west of the Mississippi River, spanning between Central Minnesota to Northern 

Mexico. This species has perfect flowers, which allows for an individual to serve as 

either maternal or paternal parent in crosses to generate a pedigreed population. The 

annual life cycle makes it a suitable study species for estimating lifetime fitness, as total 

reproductive output for a generation of individuals can be measured in a single year. In 

Minnesota, germination generally begins in May, and continues through June (Eule-

Nashoba, personal observation). Plants in this region at the northern range-edge tend to 

transition to reproductive maturity starting in July, and continue to flower until killed by 

frost. Populations at the center of the range in more southerly locations will likely have 

different flowering and fruiting phenologies, particularly those that do not experience 

frost.  

Experimental Population Development 

 Studying the contribution of genetic variation to trait variation requires a population 

of known pedigree. A pedigreed population of C. fasciculata was generated as previously 

described (see Methods Chapter 1). Randomized, controlled crosses were made in three 

efforts. In 2012, seed collected from natural stands were germinated, reared, and hand-

pollinated in a greenhouse using a reciprocal factorial crossing design; high mortality and 

low pollination success necessitated additional crossing efforts. The second crossing 
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effort took place at the source population site during the 2012 growing season and crosses 

utilized a paternal half-sibling nested design. From these attempts, a portion of seed was 

reserved to act as parents in the third crossing effort. In the greenhouse in early 2013, 

these reserved seeds were reared and pollinated using a reciprocal factorial crossing 

design.  

 All source material for the experimental population was derived from the 

population at Grey Cloud Dunes Scientific and Natural Area in Cottage Grove, 

Minnesota (44°47'26.6"N 92°57'30.2"W). The soil at Grey Cloud Dunes is a sand-gravel 

prairie on the bluffs of the Mississippi River. The plant community at the source site 

included big bluestem (Andropogon gerardii), little bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparium), 

sandbur (Cenchrus longispinus), Liatris, and Dalea. The seeds that resulted from these 

controlled crosses formed the experimental population used in this study. 

Experimental Garden 

 Pedigreed seeds were planted in an experimental garden, 38.5 kilometers west of 

the source population site in Shakopee, Minnesota (44°46'13.7"N 93°26'46.9"W) on land 

that is owned and managed by the Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community. The 

garden occurs on sandy loam soil and lies in a three-hectare unit of restored prairie. 

Restoration of this unit to tall-grass prairie from agricultural land was undertaken in 

2008.  It was first burned prior to planting in November 2012. Planting locations were 

mowed in the late fall of 2013 prior to planting. The diverse plant community includes 

the dominant grass species, Canada rye, (Elymus canadensis), big bluestem (Andropogon 

gerardii), and Sorghastrum nuttans. Forbs and legumes are also well established and 
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include species of Aster, Salidago, Monarda, Asclepius, Dalea, and Astragalus.  

 Into this matrix, seeds were planted in a randomized block design to overwinter and 

germinate, with seven blocks in November and December 2012 and five blocks in 

November 2013 through January 2014. Within blocks, planting locations were organized 

along transects spaced eight meters apart, with planting locations spaced every four 

meters on each transect. First generation individuals for the 2014 growing season were 

planted into transects placed between the 2013 transects such that 2013 and 2014 

transects alternated at four meter intervals (Supplemental Figure 3-1A). A maximum of 

five seeds from each full sibling family were planted at each location in both years. In 

late 2013, each fruit was sampled at random with a 0.5 probability, which results in 

sampling approximately 50% of all initiated fruits. Seeds from unsampled fruit were 

allowed to disperse naturally, and seeds from sampled fruit were planted directly adjacent 

to their maternal planting location. Full details on the planting procedure can be found in 

Chapter 1. 

 To enable comparisons between generations and growth years, three cohorts were 

evaluated (Table 3-1, Supplemental Figure 3-1B). The initial seeds grown in 2013 

represent generation one, and are denoted as G1Y13. The pedigreed individuals reared in 

2014 are G1Y14. The naturally outcrossed seed produced from G1Y13 individuals and 

grown in 2014 represent the second generation following natural selection on G1Y13, 

called G2Y14.
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Trait Measurements 

 Life history characters from germination to seed production (Figure 3-1) for 

individuals at each planting location were recorded as in Chapter 1. In addition to these 

measurements, the phenological traits chosen for measurement were date of first 

observed germinant and first observed flower or fruit initiation at each planting location. 

In 2013, surveys for phenological traits were performed weekly, from 12 May until the 

first frost in October. In 2014, each survey for phenological traits was performed over 

several days, as follows. On each day, a subset of transects from a randomized list was 

surveyed, and the number of new germinants or flowers or fruit initiated was recorded. 

Transects were randomized without regard to 2013 or 2014 planting year, to eliminate 

bias against any year or generation. Data were recorded on a planting location basis, 

rather than on an individual plant basis. It should be noted that the recorded dates are not 

exact dates of first germinants or initiated flowers or fruits but rather the first observed 

germinant or initiated flower or fruit. Gregorian calendar dates were converted to Julian 

calendar dates for comparison across years. The earliest observed germinant (hereafter 

EG) and earliest observed flower or fruit (hereafter EF) for each planting location were 

the phenological traits used to model fitness.  

 Two additional measures of flowering phenology were estimated from EG and EF. 

The number of days from germination to flowering (DTF) and the total accumulated 

growing degree days from germination to flowering (GDD) were calculated. For GDD, 

we used daily temperature data from the PRISM Climate Group 

(http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu), and a baseline temperature of 10 degrees Celsius, as 
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is used for soybeans in Minnesota (Kandel and Akyüz, 2012). 

Data Analysis 

            Total lifetime fitness was estimated with fixed-effects Aster models (Geyer et al., 

2007). Julian dates for EG and EF were used as predictors of fitness in the analysis, block 

was also included as a fixed effect to account for spatial environmental variation. In the 

model, the total number of seeds produced was used as the fitness measure. A graphical 

model describing the life history stages used in the Aster analysis is given in Figure 3-1.  

Mean fitness was estimated separately for each cohort. We used the ‘predict.aster’ 

function with predictor values set to block 4, and the median values for EG and EF. 

Block 4 was chosen for this because it is located at the experimental common garden 

midpoint, a convention used in previous studies that employed aster modeling (e.g., Shaw 

et al., 2008). The estimates differ depending on which block is used for the prediction of 

mean fitness (Supplementary Table 2-1). The variability of mean fitness estimates was 

calculated using the delta method (Geyer et al., 2007).  

 Models for estimating relationships between fitness and phenological predictor 

variables were chosen as described in Geyer and Shaw (2009) and Geyer (2013). Planting 

locations without plants that survived to reproductive maturity were dropped from the 

analysis, as they lacked measures for both EF and EG. We carried out likelihood ratio 

tests using ANOVAs of fully nested models to test whether individual model terms 

significantly improve model fit (Geyer and Shaw, 2009). The full model had linear and 

quadratic terms for both EG and EF, and an interaction term between them. To test 

individual terms, this full model was compared to models from which single terms were 
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removed.  

 Initial model fit was assessed on a combined data set with G1Y13, G1Y14, and 

G2Y14. We conducted model selection on a combined data set to discern an overall 

pattern of selection on life history phenology specific to this population and site. The 

best-fit model of the combined dataset was then used as an initial model for model 

selection of each cohort. Final models for each cohort were chosen as above. Cohorts 

were treated separately because the mode of selection acting on a phenological trait may 

vary between growing years and generations. The chosen models were used to estimate 

mean fitness and fitness landscapes. 
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RESULTS 

 Of the 2,370 pedigreed first-generation seeds comprising G1Y13 cohort (Table 3-1), 

29% were observed to germinate. G1Y14 had a much lower proportion: only 7% of the 

5,193 pedigreed seeds germinated (Table 3-2). In that same growing season (2014), the 

germination proportion of the first generation was half of its second-generation 

contemporary (G2Y14: 14% of 6,840). G1Y13 had a per capita seed production greater than 

one; G1Y14, on the other hand, produced proportionally fewer seeds (a reduction of nearly 

19%). G2Y14 fared better, with a reduction of only 7%.  

 The distribution of timing of germination for all cohorts varied considerably 

(Figure 3-2). The average date of first observed seedling (EG) was considerably later in 

both 2014 cohorts (G1Y14 and G2Y14) than in 2013 (G1Y13). Standard deviations of EG 

were also greater in 2014 groups. In 2013, 96% of G1Y13 individuals that would flower 

germinated by the end of May; this is in contrast to 25% in G1Y14 and 41% in G2Y14, in 

which individuals that flowered had germinated over a wider range of dates and had a 

later mean germination date. To assess the effect of block, growth year, and generation 

on the observations of EG, we compared nested linear models that explained variation in 

EG with these experimental variables. When comparing a model with block and year to a 

model with only block, growth year had a significant effect on EG (p < 0.001) Using the 

same type of comparison, generation also had a significant effect on EG (p < 0.001).  

The first observation of flowering or fruit initiation (EF) was largely consistent between 

generations. EF shows much higher variability than EG. EF did not differ significantly 

between G1Y13 and G2Y14 (p > 0.05). The bulk of observations for EF in both cohorts 
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grown in 2014 (G1Y14 and G2Y14) were clustered around the mean, with a distinct 

tapering toward the end of the season. These two 2014 generations were not significantly 

different in EF (p > 0.05). Growth year does not have a significant effect on flowering 

date in the two G1 cohorts grown in different years. However, there is suggestive 

evidence of genetic variation in plasticity of flowering date in comparison of EF of G1 

paternal families in 2013 and 2014 (Supplemental Figure 3-4) 

  In addition to lower mean fitness in 2014 than in 2013, the standard error of fitness 

was greater in both 2014 groups. The first generation growing in the experimental garden 

in 2013 (G1Y13) had an estimated mean fitness of 3.75 seeds produced per seed planted 

(Table 3-2). This same value increased for G1Y14, and decreased for G2Y14 (Figure 3-3).  

For each cohort, models having only linear terms did not significantly differ from models 

with quadratic terms. In all cohorts the regression coefficients for EF were significantly 

less than zero. The estimated fitness landscape for G1Y13 (Figure 3-4) shows that fitness 

increased with earlier EG and EF; the regression coefficients for each were both 

significantly less than zero. It appears that in this year, selection was stronger on EF than 

EG (Table 3-2). Fitness predicted using the range of phenological values observed in 

G1Y13 for each planting location estimated a, maximum fitness of 14.44 seeds produced 

per seed planted. 

 The fitness landscape for G2Y14 shows similar patterns to G1Y13, but the magnitude 

of estimated fitness is much lower (Figure 3-5). Similar to G1Y13, the estimated fitness 

increased with decreasing EF. Most EF observations occurred within a smaller range of 

dates than in G1Y13. While it appears as though there was selection for increasing EG in 
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this cohort, the regression coefficient for EG in the model is not significantly different 

from zero. Using the observed phenological values for each planting location in this 

cohort, the maximum model estimate of fitness in this cohort was 5.43. 

 The fitness landscape of G1Y14 is qualitatively very similar to that of G1Y13 (Figure 

3-6). Using observed phenological values for each planting location in this cohort, the 

maximum model estimate of fitness is 14.23. The regression coefficient for EF is 

significantly less than zero, implying selection for earlier flowering. It appears as though 

there was also selection for earlier germination, but the regression coefficient for EG is 

not significantly different from zero.  
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DISCUSSION 

 Germination and flowering time varied between generations and growing years.  In 

the G1Y13 cohort, the majority of germination occurred early and rapidly tapered off. In 

the 2014 growth year, germination phenology was more evenly distributed: both 

generations had a more gradual pattern of germination increase and decrease. In all three 

cohorts, date of first flowering was spread throughout the growing season. The mean date 

of earliest germination differed significantly between G1Y13 and G2Y14, but date of first 

flowering did not. The strongest contributor to differences in phenology was the growth 

year, as opposed to differences between generations. However, when first and second 

generations were grown in the same year (G1Y14 and G2Y14) the response to selection 

favoring earlier germination and flowering in 2013 (G1Y13) was evident in the mean 

advance of 9.2 days for germination time and 2.2 days of flowering time, though this 

latter difference was not detected as significant. For both cohorts growing in 2014, there 

was no selection observed on date of germination.  

Phenological differences Between Years 

 Timing of germination is plastic in this population. We observed the same 

pedigreed population produce substantially different germination phenology in two 

consecutive years, with significantly different mean germination dates between G1Y13 

and G1Y14.  Specifically, G1Y13 germination is concentrated early in the growing season, 

while G1Y14 germination is more dispersed. This is further supported by a similar 

distribution of germination phenology for G2Y14 and G1Y14. 

 The dependence of germination phenology on environmental conditions has been 
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observed in previous studies. For example, a study by Donohue et al. (2005) found 

plasticity for germination onset in Arabidopsis thaliana in field conditions at two sites. 

They found that site by genotype interactions contributed significantly to variation in 

germination time. Additionally, germination at the cooler field site (Rhode Island) was 

found to occur later than at the warmer field site (Kentucky). The Donohue et al (2005) 

results demonstrate a spatial component to phenotypic plasticity, while our study 

examines a temporal aspect to phenotypic plasticity. Although spatial and temporal 

effects are not equivalent, successive year-environments represent distinct growth-

environments. Another study examining plasticity of germination found that temperature 

variation between years is a major contributor to plasticity, with cooler spring and winter 

temperatures leading to delayed germination time (Fernandez-Pascual and Jiminez-

Alfaro, 2014). Our results are consistent with these previous observations. While other 

environmental differences, such as the mowing of planting locations in late fall of 2013, 

contribute to differences in germination time, colder winter temperatures coincide with 

delayed germination. Specifically, Shakopee, Minnesota winter temperatures in 2014 

were much colder than in winter 2013 (Supplementary Table 3-1), corresponding with 

delayed germination dates in the latter year.  

 Besides phenotypic plasticity for EG, there is genetic variation for phenotypic 

plasticity of EG. Paternal families reared in two different growth years show a pattern 

suggestive of genetic variation for plasticity; some families are relatively stable across 

years, while some that tended to germinate late in 2013 were among the earliest in 2014 

(Supplemental Figure 3-2). While plasticity may be beneficial in the short term, it does 
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not contribute to the long term response to selection (Duputie et al., 2015). 

 Another way to explore the life history phenology in this study is by examining the 

interval between germination and flowering. We did this with two measures: total 

accumulated growing degree-days to flowering (GDD) and simply days to flowering 

(DTF). Later germination in 2014, combined with similar flowering times in both years, 

contributed to a lower average DTF in 2014 (Table 3-3). The shortened time to maturity 

is also reflected when accounting for the contribution of daily temperatures to plant 

development, as is shown by a lower GDD on average in 2014 than 2013. It appears that 

delaying germination need not delay reproduction. This insensitivity of flowering date 

has been observed in previous studies, but it appears to be species specific. Lu et al. 

(2016) observed no effect of germination date on time to maturity in a facultative winter 

annual, while Zhou et al. (2005) found that sowing date affects the time to maturity in 

two spring annuals. Furthermore, Zhou et al (2005) also reported that plants with later 

sowing date develop more rapidly than plants with earlier sowing dates. Our data seem to 

show the pattern reported by Zhou et al (2005), rather than the pattern reported by Lu et 

al. (2016). Rapid development of late germinants in our study may have contributed to 

the observed stability of the phenotypic distribution of EF between years. 

Selection on phenology in each cohort  

 In the 2013 G1 cohort, selection favored both earlier germination and earlier 

flowering. A significant selection gradient on EG is not seen in their offspring in 2014 

(G2Y14). Although this gradient is not significantly different from zero in G2Y14, it 

appears to switch directions compared to G1Y13, with selection for earlier germination 
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changing to selection for later germination. In contrast to individual cohort models, in an 

analysis including all cohorts combined, fitness varied significantly with both linear and 

quadratic terms of EG (Supplemental Figure 3-4 and Supplemental Figure 3-5). Thus, 

combining the data across years would indicate stabilizing selection. Additional 

observations of paired first and second-generation cohorts may better reveal the nature of 

selection, as longer term studies may better account for the effect of year-to-year 

environmental fluctuations. 

 One source of complication in discerning the nature of selection on EG is that 

germination date is frequently correlated with mortality at other life history stages 

(Donohue, 2005; Akiyama and Ågren, 2014). For instance, Akiyama and Ågren (2014) 

found that early germinants of Arabidopsis thaliana tended to have higher seedling 

mortality, but higher seed production overall than late germinants. We observe this 

relationship with mortality in our dataset: there is a weak but negative correlation 

between EG and number of plants producing fruit (r =-0.08). This can be partially 

explained by ecological conditions, because the relative importance of herbivory and 

competition depend on germination date: earlier germinants are more subject to herbivory 

and later germinants are more subject to competition (Stanton-Geddes et al. 2012). 

Correlation between EG and seed production, though, is very weak (r=0.01), which is 

further reflected in the inconsistent association of EG with estimated fitness (Figures 3-4 

through 3-6).  

 The distribution of earliest flower-fruit is more compact for G1 of 2013 as 

compared to that of G1 in 2014. Aster selection gradients for all three cohorts indicate 
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that plants that flower earlier have higher fitness (directional selection for earlier 

flowering). This is similar to findings in other species (Franks et al., 2007; Ehrlén and 

Münzbergová, 2009), including those at the northern range edge (Colautti and Barrett, 

2013). Given that there was selection for earlier flowering, the second generation would 

be expected to have an earlier mean flowering date than the first generation, assuming 

genetic variation in flowering date that would support a response to selection. Comparing 

parental (G1Y13) to progeny (G2Y14) values of EF, means are later in the growing season 

following one generation of selection. While this appears to contradict the finding of 

directional selection for earlier flowering, the effect of the environment must be 

considered. By growing first and second generations in the same year, the effect of the 

environment is accounted for and the response to selection can be observed. In 

accordance with phenotypic selection analysis, when first (G1Y14) and second (G2Y14) 

generations are grown concurrently, the response to selection can be seen in the 

advancement of flowering date by an average of 2.2 days in the offspring generation. 

Relationships between the phenology of individual life history traits and fitness  

 By comparing data collected from the same paternal families of the two G1 cohorts 

in 2013 and 2014, it was possible to examine the interactions between these families and 

their growing environments. To assess this effect of the environment, we compared 

nested Aster models. One model included both phenological variables and growth year, 

and the other included just phenological variables; year significantly improved model fit 

(p < 0.001). This effect can also be seen in differences of rank and order between first-

generation paternal families in 2013 and 2014 for EF (Supplemental Figure 3-3).   
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 When explicitly measuring the contribution of life history phenology to fitness 

variation, we find different patterns for flowering date and germination date. Similar to a 

previous study in Brassica rapa (Austen and Weis, 2016), we find a stable relationship 

between fitness and flowering date, with earlier flowering resulting in higher fitness. The 

relationship between germination date and fitness is more complicated. While previous 

studies have found a large contribution of germination phenology to fitness variation (e.g. 

Donohue, 2005), we do not see such a relationship in our data. Instead, we observe a 

significant contribution of germination phenology to fitness in 2013, but not in 2014, 

which is similar to the findings reported by Kalisz (1986).  

 Comparisons of G1Y13 to G2Y14 allow for the examination of effects of selection 

and variation in environmental conditions. When comparing G1Y14 and G2Y14, we can 

better isolate the effects of selection, as both generations are reared in the same year-

environment. The G2 cohort shows a contraction of the distribution of EF compared to 

both G1 cohorts (Figure 3-2); reduction in variation is one of the expected outcomes of 

directional selection (Falconer and Mackay, 1996).  

 When comparing the fitness landscapes of all three cohorts, the magnitude of 

fitness estimates in the G2 cohort is 10-fold lower than those in the G1 cohorts. The 

differences in magnitude of the fitness estimates may arise from several sources. First, 

the association between germination and fitness is complex. Individuals that germinate 

earlier face less competition from neighbors, but may also experience more intense 

herbivory (Stanton-Geddes et al., 2012). Since the estimates of fitness from Aster models 

incorporate viability and fecundity, the magnitudes of the fitness estimates may change 
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when germination is markedly different. Second, the selective environment on flowering 

differs from year to year (Ollerton and Lack, 1998). While we detect directional selection 

for earlier flowering in all cohorts, the intensity of selection on flowering date differs. 

Because the relationships between phenological traits and fitness were assessed in 

different growth years, the effect of the environment will be different between years. 

Ultimately, the interactions between yearly environment, fecundity, mortality, 

germination date, and flowering date may have complex impacts on absolute fitness, 

which may have resulted in the magnitude differences for estimated fitness observed 

between the G1 and G2 cohorts. 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3-1. Genetic structure of experimental population. 

G1Y13 G2Y14 G1Y14

Number of Paternal Families 79 — 40

Number of Maternal Families 112 63 121

Mean Dams Per Sire 1.46 — 3.02

Mean Seeds Planted Per Dam 20.72 37.21 42.92

Mean Seeds Planted Per Sire 85.79 — 105.18

Seed Planted Total 2370 6842 5193

Table 3-2. Summary of fitness and phenology data. Values in parentheses for 
seeds germinated are percentages of seeds planted, for dates are standard 
deviations, and for estimates of W!  are standard errors. †: fruits produced in G1Y13 
were sampled at P(0.5), this seed count is estimated by multiplying the actual 
number of collected seed by two. 

G1Y13 G2Y14 G1Y14

Seeds Germinated 694 (29%) 950 (14%) 378 (7%)

Seeds Produced 6820 † 6352 (0.93) 4207 (0.28)

W̄ 3.75 (0.602) 2.93 (0.522) 7.55 (1.75)

Mean 1st Germination Date 135.7 (8.23) 153.8 (12.65) 162.0 (14.17)

Mean 1st Flower or Fruit Date 213.9 (9.81) 214.8 (5.90) 217.0 (8.08)

fit:Earliest Germination -0.006∗ 0.0003 -0.0003

fit:Earliest Flower-Fruit -0.015∗∗∗ -0.005∗∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗

Selection Differential -0.9
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Table 3-3. Growing degree days associated 
with germination and flowering. Mean of total 
accumulated growing degree days (GDD) 
from germination (EG) through flowering 
(EF) and mean of days to flowering (DTF) for 
the same period. Pop=whole population, 
Mat=maternal, and Pat=paternal; these are the 
mean values attributable to these partitions. 

G1Y13 G2Y14 G1Y14

Pop Mean GDD 1248 1249 1132

Mean Mat GDD 1266 1224 1137

Mean Pat GDD 1271 — 1140

Pop Mean DTF 79.24 79.86 71.21

Mean Mat DTF 79.11 79.18 71.49

Mean Pat DTF 78.60 — 71.71
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Initial
Ber��! Germ

Ber��! Fruit
0�Poi����! NumFruit

Poi��! NumSeed

Figure 3-1. Graphical model of lifetime fitness. The arrows denote dependence. 
Ber=Bernoulli; 0-Poi=0-truncated Poisson; Poi=Poisson 
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Figure 3-2. Distributions of earliest observed germinant and earliest observed flower or fruit 
for each generation and year. ∗: indicates the mean of each distribution. 
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Figure 3-3. Mean fitness and standard error by cohort.  
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Figure 3-4. Fitness landscape of G1Y13. Points are observed values of earliest germination and 
earliest flower or fruit initiation. Points have been jittered for readability. 
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Figure 3-5. Fitness landscape of G2Y14. Points are observed values of earliest germination and 
earliest flower or fruit initiation. 
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Figure 3-6. Fitness landscape of G1Y14. Points are observed values of earliest germination and 
earliest flower or fruit initiation. 
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A B

G1 G1

G2

Y13 Y14

Supplemental Figure 3-1. A. Transect orientation and planting locations within the 
experimental garden for first generations growing in 2013 and 2014. The points within the 
circles are the planting locations for full-sibling seeds. The two-meter dispersal distance 
(Stanton-Geddes et al. 2012) represented by the solid rings maintains separation of 
genotypes. This separation is twice as large for 2013 because a portion of seeds was 
allowed to disperse naturally. 3-1 B. Cohort relationships: In 2013 (Y13) the first 
generation one (G1) cohort grew. In 2014 (Y14), both a first generation (G1) and a second 
generation (G2) grew in the same year-environment. 
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Supplemental Figure 3-2: Spider plot of first generation mean earliest observed germination 
(EG) for paternal families, as grown in 2013 and 2014.  
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Supplemental Figure 3-3: Spider plot of first generation mean earliest observed flower or fruit 
initiated (EF) for paternal families, as grown in 2013 and 2014.  
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Supplemental Figure 3-4. Fitness landscape of combined cohorts: G1Y13, G1Y14, G2Y14 with only 
linear terms. Points are observed values of earliest germination and earliest flower or fruit initiation. 
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Supplemental Figure 3-5. Fitness landscape of combined cohorts: G1Y13, G1Y14, G2Y14. Model 
includes quadratic term for Points are observed values of earliest germination and earliest flower or 
fruit initiation. 
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Supplemental Table 3-1. Select winter 
temperatures. Mean temperatures in degrees Celsius 
for December through February from 2012 through 
February 2015 as well as 30-year normal. Data is 
taken from PRISM Climate Group 
(http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu). 

December January February

2012-2013 -5.0◦ -8.4◦ -8.1◦

2013-2014 -11.0◦ -13.6◦ -13.6◦

30-Yr Normal -6.0◦ -9.1◦ -6.5◦
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